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PROTEST 
STAMPS: THE 
NEW SOCIAL 
CURRENCY
Stamps capturing the posters and voices 
of young environmental activists drew 
attention to the collective responsibility 
to combat climate change.

When Madrid hosted the World Climate 
Summit in December 2019, Spain’s 

postal service decided to put its own stamp 
on the climate change movement. Correos 
did so by capturing the voices and artwork 
of climate activists on its stamps.

With the meeting being held near its 
headquarters, Correos wanted to share 
the summit’s message of climate change 
awareness and collective responsibility. The 
idea: use stamps to deliver an important social 
message about combatting global warming 
and climate change. After all, no media travels 
the world like the humble postage stamp.

Correos created a series of 10 official protest 
stamps. But instead of bearing the usual 
faces, buildings or commemorations, the 
stamps gave a voice to a new generation of 
climate activists.

Banners seen at climate demonstrations 
around the world were put on the stamps, 
making them small but powerful platforms. 
“There is No Planet B,” “Save Earth” and  
“Act Now or Swim Later” were some of 
the urgent messages on the stamps [and 
on postage-paid postcards]. Correos turned 
the ubiquitous stamp into a form of social 
currency and personal protest. 

The stamps were available for purchase on 
the Correos website and at an office near the 
summit. They sold out almost immediately. 
The campaign also put a stamp on public 
opinion – appearing more than 60 times in 
mainstream media and reaching more than 
two million users.
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